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Abstract—As the basic issues of computational geometry, intersection and union of convex polygons can solve lots of problems, such as economy and military affairs. And privacy-preserving judgment of the intersection and union for convex polygons are most popular issues for information security. Traditional method of making the polygons public does not satisfy the requirements of personal privacy. In this paper, a method to compute intersection and union of convex polygons in secure two-party computation (STC) model has been considered, both proportionate partition and unproportionate partition cases are studied. Scan line algorithm is used to figure out the geometry matter, while secret comparison protocol is used for saving the privacy, a series of protocols for this matter is proposed, which combines computational geometry and secure multi-party computation (SMC) technique to achieve the functionality of cooperation calculation without leaking so much privacy. At last, the security, complexity and applicability analysis of the protocols are also discussed.

Index Terms—STC, secret comparison protocol, privacy-preserving geometric computation, polygonal intersection, polygonal union

I. INTRODUCTION

Along with the importance of privacy turning more and more attractive, the secure computation of basic algorithm in each field becomes popular questions. Privacy-preserving techniques provide methods to find important messages correctly in shared data collection. It turns out to be attractively because it can seek more benefit for participants [1]. Meanwhile, secure multi-party computation makes cooperative calculation privately, and prevents participants’ data from leaking [2]. Polygonal intersection and union is base of computational geometry and computer graphics, they are of significance both in theory and practice [3]. Many issues need polygonal intersection such as removing hide line, pattern recognition, component position, linearity programming and so on. Meanwhile, polygonal union can help one decide architecturally plane area of ichnography. Methods to compute two objects intersection or union privately and effectively will settle these problems.

In former applications, people always collect the polygons information together and solve it by a trust third party (TTP). But the demand of privacy makes it hard to find such an agency trusted by both partners. Each party wants the result correctly avoiding leaking his information to the other. In this paper, we study how to calculate polygonal intersection and union in STC model. This solution does help in economy and military affairs. For example, a new company hopes to build a shopping mall, it must review if there is another company working at the same area. Both of them want to know weather their orbits meets or not without leaking their own border information. Meanwhile, military affairs also refer to the intersection question often. Fortunately, Reference [4] and [5] indicate that SMC technique can help to achieve the goal.

In this paper, we devise protocols to compute intersection and union of convex polygons approximately, and then analyze their security, complexity and applicability. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe preliminaries. We introduce the basic comparison protocol detailed in section 3 and present the STC protocol in section 4. Then in section 5 we discuss the protocols complexity and security. At last we conclude the paper in section 6.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Secure Multi-party Computation

In a multi-agents network, SMC helps two or more parties complete the synergic calculation without leaking private information. Generally speaking, SMC is a
distributed cooperation. In this work, each party hold a secret as input, and they want to implement the cooperative computation while knowing nothing about others data except the final result.

Secure two-party computation (STC) was first investigated by A. C. Yao in reference [6]. Then, a general solution for SMC was proposed [4, 5]. From then on, the technology of SMC has already come into more and more domains and many scholars dive into this field, and lots of articles for special use of SMC come into being, such as data mining [7], statistical analysis [8], scientific computation [9, 10], electronic commerce, private information retrieval (PIR), privacy-preserving computation geometry (PPCG) [11, 12], quantum oblivious transfer and so on. Secure multi-party computation for set union and join makes SMC useful in data mining [13, 14]. PIR uses the SMC conception for reference to retrieve answer without leaking other information. Privacy-preserving location determinant of two geometry graphics imports SMC into military affairs [15, 16]. With the rapid development of economy, scientific computation and statistical analysis will use SMC technique as one of the basic security tools.

Reference [5] introduced several applications of SMC by W. Du, and it brought forward correlation and regression analysis problem of privacy-preserving statistical analysis firstly. He gives a solution in two-party instance with his matrix product protocol. Then L. Yehuda studied STC problems in a malicious condition [17].

Computational geometry is a subject studying plane and solid issues, which is important for settling matters in abstract problems. Geometry measurements, which include inner product, convex hulls, location judgment, and so on, are basal in production and living life of society. To achieve the purpose of preserving personal privacy in computational geometry, D. Li designed an approximate convex hulls protocol [18] and Q. Wang proposed a convex hull algorithm for planar point set in [19]. Reference [20] tells us how to determine the meeting points of two intersected circles. Meanwhile, reference [21] gives a method to share unified location with end user privacy control and reference [22] gives a security analysis of the Louis protocol for location privacy. All the research are balancing the privacy and efficiency, a method without any leaking is not really existed, but more efficient ways for limit disclosure of information are more useful and practical.

Previous methods work on a third-party who is trusted by all parties. A TTP can get enough information to complete the calculation and broadcasts the result. But the hypothesis itself is insecure and unpractical. Therefore, an executable protocol which can preserve participants’ privacy becomes more and more dramatically. It is known that any secure computation problem can be solved by a circuit protocol, but the size of the corresponding circuit is always too large to realize. So investigators choose to design special protocol for special use instead of praying for a third party’s keeping secret.

B. Secret Comparison Protocol

In 1982, A.C. Yao brought forward the famous millionaires problem: two millionaires, say Alice and Bob, want to know which is richer, without revealing their respective wealth. To begin with, Alice and Bob need a public-key cryptographic system which is strong, for example RSA, and assume that both of their belongings are in a certain integral range. Alice is worth millions, and Bob millions, they execute the millionaire protocol through public-key system and mode computation [6]. If the result is that Bob receives a data inosculating his J th digital, then \( I \geq J \), otherwise \( I < J \). At last, Bob sends Alice the result. In order to avoid cheating, each party initiates the protocol once for peace.

After that, another method for two parties comparing is brought forward. There are three parties taking part in the protocol: A, B, and an oblivious third party C who helps A and B to check if their private value \( a \) and \( b \) are equivalent or not. The method validates its security by computational undistinguished through homomorphism encryption and -hiding assumption. It returns which one is greater or equal to the other, while Yao’s method couldn’t returns the equality message. This protocol is complex in computation and safe to resist decoding, it reduces the communication of random data perturbation techniques in Yao’s method. Recently, reference [23] put forward an efficient protocol for private comparison problem, and this issue must be a popular problem for several years [24].

![Figure 1. Areas decided by the peaks of convex polygons.](image)

C. Models

**Computational model:** Generally speaking, there exist potential malicious attacks against any multi-party protocol [17]. In this paper, we study the problem under a semi-honest model, in which each semi-honest party follows the protocol with exception that he keeps a record of all its intermediate computations, and he will never try to intermit or disturb with dummy data [5]. The model is practical and useful, because everybody in the cooperation expects the right result rather than others private information.

**Security model:** We name \( I_a \) and \( I_b \) as the input instance of Alice and Bob, and name \( O_a \) and \( O_b \) as the corresponding output. \( C \) represents the computation
executed by the two partners, then (1) establishes. A protocol for executing $C$ is secure when it satisfies two conditions as follow:

1. There is an infinity set (2) for (3) and (4).
   \[ (O_a, O_b) = C(I_a, I_b). \] (1)
   \[ D_a = \{(IA, OA) | i = 1, 2, \ldots \}. \] (2)
   \[ (O_a', O_b') = C(I_a', I_b'). \] (3)
   \[ \forall (I_a', O_a') \in D_a. \] (4)

2. There is an infinity set (5) for (6) and (7).
   \[ D_b = \{(IB, OB) | i = 1, 2, \ldots \}. \] (5)
   \[ (O_a, O_b') = C(I_a, I_b'). \] (6)
   \[ \forall (I_a', O_b') \in D_b. \] (7)

Apparently, the more closely that $I'_a$ has association with $I_a$, the more information Bob will get about Alice, and vice versa. In the execution, it’s inevitable to leak some message. But our protocol is robust to some extent. The adversary can obtain something through security analysis, but it’s not enough for him to get the certain value. Although the protocol is not zero-knowledge, it is a desirable way to achieve high efficiency.

At last, we pick them up and move out the void peaks at the margin (Fig.1).

**Theorem 1:** The intersection of convex polygons $L$ and $M$ will be find in (8).

\[ \theta(L + M). \] (8)

The correctness of the theorem 1 can be found in reference [1]. An example is shown in Fig.2.

**Irreciprocal Protocol in Proportionate Partition:** In order to avoid the irregular workload of unproportionate partition, we can use proportionate partition instead. It likes the one above but equidistant and adjustable as demand. An example is shown in Fig.3.

**Basic Generating Set Protocol:** The method in irreciprocal protocol in unproportionate partition forms a proper subset of approximate convex as Fig.2. We modify it to get its generating convex. To achieve the goal, reference [1] uses the two outermost points in the same ordinate slip instead of maximum point $P$. Obviously, it generates a convex including proper subset. Similar to the error analysis, the point in our approximate convex but not proper subset does be in (9) from the proper convex.

\[ (x_{\text{max}} - x_{\text{min}})/k. \] (9)

We modify it to form a protocol computing the generating set of intersection and union of polygons as below.

Firstly, we divide the area into equidistant intervals. Secondly, the maximum and minimum ordinate of the two polygons in each strip will be compared. At last, the outermost point with the same ordinate is outputted instead of primary maximum point $P$. An example is showed as Fig.3.

**D. Related Algorithms in Computational Geometry**

**Irreciprocal Protocol in Unproportionate Partition:** Firstly, we find out the maximal and minimal x-coordinate values, noted as $a$ and $b$, then divide into $k$ equidistant bands perpendicularly between $a$ and $b$. The $k$ bands form a memory serial, and we distribute the $n$ points of set $S$ into the memory serial. At last, we pick the maximal and minimal y-coordinate values of each band and save them as set $S'$. $S'$ has $2k + 4$ points at most, we construct its convex to form the approximate outline.

Each sector and a convex polygon intersect into a quadrangle. It is to say that $P$ and $Q$ intersect into a quadrangle in each sector. We will find it in $O(1)$. Then, a scanning work in linear time can set up these fragments.

In this section, we introduce the secure building blocks. It performs comparison on one scanning bean. It’s a basic tool for the latter protocols.

We assume that $P_{\text{high}}$ and $P_{\text{low}}$ belong to Alice, $Q_{\text{high}}$ and $Q_{\text{low}}$ belong to Bob. They are on the same scanning bean, and are ranked by their y-coordinate.

There will be four instances appearing on each bean as follows.
Result 1: $P_{\text{high}} > Q_{\text{high}}$ and $P_{\text{low}} < Q_{\text{low}}$: Then $Q_{\text{high}}$ and $Q_{\text{low}}$ belong to polygonal intersection, $P_{\text{high}}$ and $P_{\text{low}}$ belong to polygonal union (Fig.4).

Result 2: $P_{\text{high}} < Q_{\text{high}}$ and $P_{\text{low}} < Q_{\text{low}}$:

Result 2.1: if $P_{\text{high}} > Q_{\text{low}}$ then $P_{\text{high}}$ and $Q_{\text{low}}$ belong to polygonal intersection, $Q_{\text{high}}$ and $P_{\text{low}}$ belong to polygonal union (Fig.5).

Result 2.2: if $P_{\text{high}} < Q_{\text{low}}$ then no one on this scanning bean belongs to the intersection, the four points all belong to the union (Fig.6).

Result 3: $P_{\text{high}} > Q_{\text{high}}$ and $P_{\text{low}} > Q_{\text{low}}$:

Result 3.1: if $Q_{\text{high}} > P_{\text{low}}$ then $Q_{\text{high}}$ and $P_{\text{low}}$ belong to the polygonal intersection, $P_{\text{high}}$ and $Q_{\text{low}}$ belong to the polygonal union (Fig.7).

Result 3.2: if $Q_{\text{high}} < P_{\text{low}}$ then no one on this scanning bean belongs to the intersection, the four points all belong to the union (Fig.8).

Result 4: $P_{\text{high}} < Q_{\text{high}}$ and $P_{\text{low}} > Q_{\text{low}}$: Then $P_{\text{high}}$ and $P_{\text{low}}$ belong to polygonal intersection, $Q_{\text{high}}$ and $Q_{\text{low}}$ belong to polygonal union (Fig.9).

We summarize the basic comparison protocol as below:

Protocol 1: Basic Comparison Protocol

Input: Alice has $P_{\text{high}}$ and $P_{\text{low}}$, while Bob has $Q_{\text{high}}$ and $Q_{\text{low}}$ at each bargained scanning bean.

Output: Both Alice and Bob know which of his point is on the polygonal borderline with no information leaking to the other.

Alice cooperates with Bob to compare $(P_{\text{high}}, Q_{\text{high}})$ and $(P_{\text{low}}, Q_{\text{low}})$ using the secret comparison protocol in 2.2.

Case 1: if $P_{\text{high}} > Q_{\text{low}}$ then we get result 1 and terminate.

Case 2: if $P_{\text{high}} < Q_{\text{low}}$ then we continue to compare $P_{\text{high}}$ and $Q_{\text{low}}$: if $P_{\text{high}} > Q_{\text{low}}$ then we get result 2.1, else we get result 2.2, and terminate.
Case 3: if \( P_{\text{high}} > Q_{\text{high}} \) and \( P_{\text{low}} > Q_{\text{low}} \) then we continue to compare \( Q_{\text{high}} \) and \( P_{\text{low}} \); if \( Q_{\text{high}} > P_{\text{low}} \) then we get result 3.1, else we get result 3.2, and terminate.

Case 4: if \( P_{\text{high}} < Q_{\text{high}} \) and \( P_{\text{low}} > Q_{\text{low}} \) then we get result 4 and terminate.

Step 1: Alice and Bob announce to each other the x-coordinate of each peak or selected x-coordinates to form the unproportionate partition scanning beans.

Step 2: On each scanning bean, Alice has \( P_{\text{high}} \) and \( P_{\text{low}} \), Bob has \( Q_{\text{high}} \) and \( Q_{\text{low}} \). They invoke the Basic Comparison Protocol to know which point is on their approximate intersection without leaking any other information.

Step 3: They repeat step 2 until all the scanning beans are finished.

The benefit of this protocol is to avoid computing the actual coordinate of the point of intersection. The point of intersection will leak apex message more or less, and it is dangerous to leak the outline of polygons when scanning frequently. This protocol reduces leaking information by the way of avoiding calculating the apex. Alice registers her point if it is on the outline, otherwise, she only knows that the point on this scanning bean belongs to Bob without getting other message. If there is only one apex, we look it on as the maximum and minimum value simultaneously.

**Theorem 2:** Protocol 1 could complete the comparison on one scanning bean without compromising privacy.

**Proof:** We get the correctness from the figures above (Fig.4 - Fig.9).

For security, we study what is leaked through the process. On each scanning bean, both the parities get the result which point belongs to the convex borderline, but the value is secret to the other side. Because they will compare two times at most, neither can nose out the others information by repetitious execution. And what they got can be analyzed from the view though the execution without any other assistant. It does satisfy the demand of security model.

**Theorem 3:** Protocol 1 has complexity \( O(1) \) times of secret comparison protocol.

**Proof:** On each scanning bean, they will compare two times at most. So, they can finish the progress in \( O(1) \) times of secret compare protocol.

IV. PROTOCOL TO COMPUTE INTERSECTION AND UNION OF CONVEX POLYGONS APPROXIMATELY IN STC

A. Secure Protocol for Approximate Intersection of Convex Polygons in STC

In this section, we discuss the secure protocols for approximate intersection of two polygons in unproportionate and proportionate partition.

**Protocol in unproportionate partition:** a protocol for unproportionate partition is proposed below.

**Protocol 2:** Secure Two-Party Protocol for Approximate Intersection of Two Polygons in Unproportionate Partition.

Input: Alices and Bobs private convex polygons

Output: the approximate intersection of the two polygons

Step 1: Alice and Bob announce their own greatest and least x-coordinate to compare securely for announcing the maximum and minimum value, and negotiate about the number of regions. Then, they carve up \( n+1 \) scanning beans proportionately between the two values.

Thus it can be seen that the complexity of this protocol is correlative to the partition number \( n \). Although reducing partition number will preserve parties’ privacy better, it descends precision meanwhile.

**Protocol of generating set:** The protocol of generating set is similar to that of subset, the difference is in step 1. We get it when change Basic Comparison Protocol into Basic Generating Set protocol.

B. Secure Protocol for Approximate Union of Polygons

In this section, we discuss the secure protocols for approximate union of two polygons in unproportionate and proportionate partition.

**Protocol in unproportionate partition:** a protocol for unproportionate partition is proposed below.

**Protocol 3:** Secure Two-Party Protocol for Approximate Union of Two Polygons in Unproportionate Partition

Input: Alices and Bobs private convex polygons

Output: the approximate union of the two polygons

Step 1: Alice and Bob announce their x-coordinate of each peak or selected x-coordinates to form the unproportionate partition scanning beans.

Step 2: On each scanning bean, Alice has \( P_{\text{high}} \) and \( P_{\text{low}} \), and Bob has \( Q_{\text{high}} \) and \( Q_{\text{low}} \). They invoke the Basic Comparison Protocol to know which point is on their approximate union without leaking any other information.
Alice or Bob only knows if her/his point is the maximum or minimum value but nothing else.

Step 3: They carry out step 2 repeatedly until all the scanning beans are finished.

Protocol in proportionate partition: Protocol under proportionate partition is similar to that of unproportionate partition, as protocol in protocol in proportionate partition is similar to that in protocol in unproportionate partition.

Protocol of generating set: The protocol of generating set is similar to that of subset, as protocol in protocol of generating set is similar to that in protocol in unproportionate partition.

V. Analysis

In this section, we analyze the complexity and security of the protocols.

A. Complexity Analysis

Conclusion 4: Secure two-party protocol to compute intersection or union of convex polygons in unproportionate partition has time and communication complexity $O(m+n)$ times of Basic Comparison Protocol. The corresponding protocols in proportionate partition has time and communication complexity $O(l)$ times of Basic Comparison Protocol, where $l$ is the number of regions the both bargained on. Protocol for generating set likes the fore type.

For Basic Comparison Protocol, we get its security in section 3 and it can be finished in $O(1)$ times secret comparison protocol. Because of the comparability of the protocols, we take protocol 2 as example. In Step 1, Alice and Bob decide the partition of the scanning area, they use $O(1)$ times exchanging message to announce their x-coordinate. In Step 2, it cost them $O(1)$ times of secret comparison problem. In Step 3, they need $O(m+n)$ times of Basic Compare Protocol to scan all the beans. Meanwhile, the protocol in unproportionate partition has complexity $O(l)$ times of comparison, where $l$ is the number of regions the both negotiate about. For they compare once at each scanning bean.

B. Security Analysis

Conclusion 5: Protocol 1 (Protocol 2, Protocol 3) can execute securely without leaking privacy.

Now, we analyze the message leaked at each case in Basic Comparison Protocol. On each scanning bean, Alice gets to know if her $P_{\text{high}}$ and $P_{\text{low}}$ are on the outline. In case 1, Alice sees $Q_{\text{high}}$ and $Q_{\text{low}}$ of Bobs are between $P_{\text{high}}$ and $P_{\text{low}}$. Bob gets that his $Q_{\text{high}}$ and $Q_{\text{low}}$ are not on the outline and $P_{\text{high}} > Q_{\text{high}}$, $P_{\text{low}} < Q_{\text{low}}$ thereby. In case 2, if 2.1 happens, they see $P_{\text{high}}$ is seated between $Q_{\text{high}}$ and $Q_{\text{low}}$, and $Q_{\text{low}}$ is greater than $P_{\text{high}}$. The rest may be deduced by analogy. So, Alice or Bob only knows the relative position of her/his point and the others but not the value.

Considering this problem, some message is predetermined to leak out. If anyone knows his point is on the outline, he immediately sees the others corresponding point is not on the outline. The acceptance or rejection indeed discloses some information about big or small on the same scanning bean, but it is inescapable. Our method can not guarantee this kind of message but only prevent from leaking any needless information.

Because the four points is independence and there is no rule between them, neither can analyze to know the others information through the secure intersection or union protocol. This does preserve the parties’ privacy.

C. Applicability Analysis

The protocol of this paper is an approximate algorithm to calculate an outline. Although approximation avoids leaking apex message when computing intersection and union, it is at the cost of precision in calculation. Especially in proportional partition, our result is anamorphic if their figures change suddenly in some area as Fig.10. Therefore, the scheme in this paper doesn’t adapt to work of high precision.

VI. Summary

Privacy-preserving computational geometry is important for secure multi-party computation, it offers basic tool to calculate conveniently. It is useful in science research and engineering technology. The intersection and union of convex polygons are basic issues in computational geometry, and the demand of privacy-preserving calls on secure protocols for special fields. We have proposed protocols to compute approximate intersection and union of convex polygons in STC model.

Meanwhile, the point on the outline belongs to one party but not shared by the both, so it can not used for computing acreage of intersection or union.
Detailed analyses about security and complexity are also presented. We tie in computational geometry and SMC technique rationally to solve the problem. By the help of secret comparison, the protocols use Basic Compare Protocol as sub-protocol and gain in privacy and efficiency at the price of precision appropriately. Along with the development of SMC, our future work would like to settle the problem in more complex settings, such as multi-party model, malicious behavior and so on.
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